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BeCric India

BeCric is a highly rated Indian casino that has been on the market since 2013. The virtual gaming club operates under a Curacao license and offers more than 400 slots, card and table games, and live casinos. The best entertainment from world-famous vendors is presented here – the establishment cooperates with Netent, Microgaming, Betsoft, Evolution and other popular providers.
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	Official website	becriclogin.in
	Year of foundation	2013
	Technical support	Chat and email 24/7
	Mobile version	Android and iOS
	Popular games	White Rabbit, Gonzo’s Quest Megaways, Book of 99
	Withdrawal period	Instant transfer


BeCric casino website

The BeCric casino website supports 7 language versions. At the top of the page there is the main menu for quickly going to the sections “Slots”, “Bonuses”, “Tournaments”, “LIVE-casino”. Just above are the “Registration” and “Login” buttons. Immediately after logging into your personal account, the “Deposit” and “Balance” options will appear on the screen. Below are advertising banners: find out about special offers, promotions and new slots. On the right side of the BeCric portal there is information about the latest winnings of gamblers: the feed is updated in real time. At the bottom of the page are answers to frequently asked questions, game rules, information about BeCric, support contacts. Operators answer players’ questions around the clock – just click on the “Online Support” banner and leave a request in the online chat. Appeals are processed promptly: administrators resolve issues within 3–5 minutes.

Types of gambling on the site

BeCric casino is a gambling club where players can appreciate gaming machines from licensed providers (such as Evoplay, NetEnt, BetSoft, EGT, Stakelogic). The casino range includes:

	Slots – more than 300 themed slot machines. The catalog contains both classic slots and innovative gaminators, entertainment connected to a system of progressive jackpots. The payout percentage is indicated next to each slot – for most games it is at the level of 95% or higher. In BeCric you will find slots with special symbols, bonus rounds, and different numbers of reels. To play slot machines, you don’t have to top up your account with a large amount: you can place bets starting from $1. The rules in the slots are extremely simple – you just need to choose an entertainment from the catalog, indicate the bet amount and spin the reels. If fortune smiles and the symbols line up in a winning combination, the winnings are instantly credited to your balance. Slot models can be launched not only for money – test them in demo mode.


	LIVE casino. Play in a casino with live dealers and immerse yourself in the atmosphere of a real gaming club. BeCric Casino offers more than 25 varieties of roulette (American, European, Russian), poker, blackjack, live show, baccarat. Please note that live casino entertainment is only available for real money play.


You can always choose the game you are interested in by choosing a provider. Add your favorite entertainment to your favorites. Exciting tournaments are the hallmark of BeCric. Take part in competitions every week: top up your account, place bets, take leading positions in the standings and win big cash prizes.
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Mobile version BeCric

The BeCric casino mobile application exists and makes using the service even more convenient on your mobile device. Players can play absolutely all games from the catalog through the application for Android and iOS. The mobile version has the same functionality as the BeCric casino website.

Top up your account at BeCric casino

The licensed online casino BeCric accepts deposits only from bank cards. Popular payment systems are supported – MasterCard and Visa. Topping up your BeCric account is easy:

	Let’s go to your personal account.
	Click on the “Deposit” banner.
	We indicate the amount we want to deposit into the balance. BeCric accepts deposits starting from $5.
	Click on the “Top up” button and wait until you go to the payment page.
	Enter your bank card details and confirm the deposit using the code from the SMS message.


There is no deposit fee. After confirmation of payment, the money will be credited to your account within 1-2 minutes.

Responsible gaming.

BeCric Casino cares about its customers and has created a special section with important recommendations. Here the definition of “Responsible Gaming” is given and there are tips for those suffering from gambling addiction. Addresses of medical centers where you can seek help have been published. There are also recommendations on self-restraint for a certain period for overly gambling clients.

Personal data policy.

All information about clients is stored on the website and is not transferred to third parties. Players have the right to change personal data after registering in their account. Card and account numbers and passwords are stored with clients and other players do not have access to them.
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